Ki ki so so lha jalo! I say this with a great feeling of joy and some sadness too. Joy because it was an incredible retreat and still I have no words to express how fortunate we were, and a little sadness because it’s over. I hope I can transmit to you how inspiring and fun filled this retreat was.

Many unique things contributed to this occasion: first, three Tibetan Bonpo Lamas were there, Lopon Tenzin Namdak Rinpoche, Khenbo Nyima Wangyal Rinpoche, and Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche; second, that this three-week retreat is part of a unique seven-year program which will create a strong base in the conceptual understanding, in the practice and in being together as a family, as Tenzin W. Rinpoche emphasized on the first day; third, the fantastic location in the mountains of western Virginia thanks to our great hosts Victor and Virginia Torrico. Some people started arriving on Thursday, July 1st, and setting up their tents on the wonderful spots prepared by John and Cindy Jackson, which made it much easier and less exposed to our beloved friend (if it stays out of touch) poison ivy. Of course the residents of the ‘Dormitorio Italiano’ inside the Torrico’s house didn’t have to worry about that.

The retreat started on Friday afternoon with a brief introductory talk by Tenzin W. Rinpoche, after which John inaugurated the series of announcements that were bound to happen after every teaching. By Saturday noon we were all ready to receive Lopon Tenzin Namdak Rinpoche and Khenbo Nyima Wangyal Rinpoche, who were arriving from Nepal. As our honored teachers walked up the hill over the Tibetan auspicious symbols drawn in chalk, we lined the road with bowed heads and burned incense and juniper branch offerings. Everyone then offered a khata, ceremonial silk scarf, in this simple and emotional welcoming ceremony. The first week was mainly dedicated to the tenet systems. We started every day at 6:30 a.m. with a sitting meditation (trying to be in contemplation) with Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, then Jamyang and Whitney prepared our breakfast so we could be ready for Lopon’s morning teachings at 8:30 a.m. Not only the teachings were great, but it was also very nice to hear Tenzin W. Rin-
poche debating fine details in Tibetan with Lopon Tenzin Namdak Rinpoche, and then tell us the outcome in English. That and the possibility of asking our own questions during the talk made the teachings active and fun. At 10:30 a.m. we enjoyed meditation outside with Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, and even though it was around this time that we started feeling the chiggers, this practice was always one of the highlights of the day. The techniques taught were very simple and direct, and seem to adapt very well to the western mind.

After meditation we had lunch and time to rest. Sometimes we used this time to swim and picnic to a nearby river and to have private audiences with any of the teachers, as Victor often announced. Also at this time Belita (and then Laura) would put the ‘Bookstore’ out complemented by Tibetan imports from Pema along with tee shirts and Thangkas that Nyima Wangyal brought from Nepal to raise money for the construction of the Tritan Norbutse Monastery and Education Center. This was also a good time to register with Cindy (and then Ana) if you hadn’t done so.

All these activities would go on until the three p.m. afternoon teachings by Tenzin W. Rinpoche. These sessions were very active since Rinpoche constantly asked us questions to make sure we understood. Then, after a quick tea break, we did the Short Meditation Session in Six Parts, which, after the second week, we did outside as well. It was really nice to do it outside!

Immediately after we had discussion groups, and were those great! This was the first time I had heard of this in a Buddhist or retreat context, and I feel they helped a great deal. Most of the times we would divide ourselves in two groups, people who were new to the teachings and ‘older’ students. Some days we would share our experiences during the different meditations, and other days we would discuss what was taught by both Rinpoches. It was interesting to hear the different perspectives and points of view of different people and how that could be used to enhance one’s own experiences and understanding. It was also interesting to hear what some of the Tibetan scholars that were there—like Anne Klein, John Reynolds, David Germano and Arthur Mandelbaum had to add. At the end we would get both groups together with both teachers to clarify whatever doubts were still unresolved. It was also a nice opportunity to ask and talk to them about nearly any subject.

To conclude the day dinner was prepared by our great cooks, Jamyang and Whitney first, then Pema and Whitney, and then Pema and Kelly. Ah! And we can’t forget Fabio’s pasta night, too!

Inside, our great hostess Virginia cooked for the Rinpoches and, of course, for Victor. After hours, and in between teachings, massages, yoga and healing techniques were offered by Lou, Laura, Bob, Ruth, Whitney, Calipha and others.

The second week began with the grand entrance of Fabio Oreste, during Lopon’s teaching, complete with a hilarious fall over Andy Lukianowicz, who happened to be sitting near Lopon. No one could adequately describe Fabio’s tumble, but Lopon Rinpoche was still laughing about it the next day and made us all laugh too. The week was dedicated to Lo-rig, the study or science of the mind, mainly from the Sautrantica School point of view. We were very lucky to have Prof. Anne Klein from Rice University teach us for three afternoons, sometimes together with Tenzin W. Rinpoche.
hamanism is an ancient tradition found in cultures throughout the world which value a balanced relationship between humanity and nature. Because of pollution and exploitation of the environment, which has increased alarmingly in recent times and which has also introduced new illnesses, it has become even more important for humankind to recover the principle of harmony central to shamanism in order to repair the damage done to the earth and to save people and nature from negativities and illness.

There is an ancient Tibetan myth on the origin of negativity that recounts the causes of illness. From vast voidness where nothing exists there arose light, Nangwa Oden, and light was generated Nangwa Oden, and light was generated

The Lo-rig study was presented in comparison and contrast to the Nature of the Mind teachings from the Dzogchen point of view. Starting this second week and throughout the rest of the retreat we learned the Special Preliminary Practices, unique to Dzogchen teachings, of body and speech at the 6:30 a.m. meditation with Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche. Also during this week we started going more often to the river at noon and having a refreshing bath before the afternoon teaching, many times with a stop over at Mc Dowell for ice cream.

The third week was dedicated mainly to the Bön Shamanic teachings, and we started early in the morning of the first day with the Sang purification ritual which helps increase the energy. This ritual consists of burning juniper branches and other offerings while reciting the appropriate prayers and mantras. At the end everyone stands around the fire and throws 'tsampa' up in the air shouting 'Ki Ki So So H la Jalo!', which is an expression of happiness of being purified and an offering to the deities.

This week also included the ritual and explanation of the Soul Retrieval practice, and the making of a prosperity and wish-fulfilling vase and a dadar. These can be used in our everyday practice or whenever we feel the need for any of those practices. It's incredible how much we did in this retreat and I haven't even told you yet about two of the main teachings.

We were very fortunate to have Lopon Tenzin Namdak Rinpoche give us the 'lung' (oral transmission) and teachings contained in his recent book 'H eardrops of the D harmakaya', which are the Teachings of the Progressive Great Perfection, by Shardza Tashi Gyaltse, and the Meri initiation and explanation of the Sadhana, which is essential for the study and practice of the Zhang Zhung Nyan Gyud teachings. The afternoon of the 21st of July Tenzin W. Rinpoche went over the practice of Meri's Sadhana at the river. That was a great idea (both going over the practice and doing it at the river).

The retreat finished on the morning of the 22nd with the initiation of Yeshe Walmo, one of the main Bön protectors, after which whoever wanted could join for the Sky-Gazing weekend. We went to the George Washington National Forest, and as Bill Millard said, it was the icing on the cake. We camped there, did a little practice, for which it was hard to find the right time and place, but managed to do some anyway, gave and received massages, swam in the lake and slowly said goodbye to all the members of this big family.

On the final afternoon we drove to a sheer rock cliff high in the mountains to practice Sky Gazing. As we sat in contemplation the sky grew darker and darker while a summer storm approached. As Tenzin W. Rinpoche gave us our final words of encouragement drops began to fall. We all parted with tears and hugs as lightning flashed and rain began to fall over the mountains. With joy and a little sadness, Ki Ki So So H la Jalo!

P.S.: Last announcements
1) A correspondence retreat will be available on audio tape soon. It will be a condensed retreat, probably in a set of ten tapes or so.

2) People who want to attend the three-week retreat next year should let us know as soon as you can, since Tenzin Rinpoche said during this retreat, next year we need to know well in advance who and how many people are coming so we can send information on material to be read and to be able to organize the retreat better. The retreat will be the first three weeks of July. A sky-gazing weekend is not firm yet.

More information about this will appear in the next issue of 'The Voice of Clear Light', but please contact the Ligmincha Institute, particularly if you are planning to attend next year's three-week retreat. Thank you.

— Alejandro Chaoul

SHAMANISM IN THE NATIVE BÖN TRADITION OF TIBET © Ligmincha Institute

shamanism is an ancient tradition found in cultures throughout the world which value a balanced relationship between humanity and nature. Because of pollution and exploitation of the environment, which has increased alarmingly in recent times and which has also introduced new illnesses, it has become even more important for humankind to recover the principle of harmony central to shamanism in order to repair the damage done to the earth and to save people and nature from negativities and illness.

There is an ancient Tibetan myth on the origin of negativity that recounts the causes of illness. From vast voidness where nothing exists there arose light, Nangwa Öden, and...
also darkness. Male darkness Munpa Zerden lay with female darkness Munji Gyatso and by their union she gave birth to a poisonous egg. This egg hatched by the force of its own energy and steam issued into the sky, giving rise to the negative energy of space: thunder, hail and planetary disturbances came into existence. The albumen spilled onto the earth and polluted it, giving rise to naga-derived illnesses such as physical handicaps, leprosy and skin diseases. The shell gave rise to harmful weapons and infectious diseases; the disturbances and illnesses of humans and animals came forth from the membrane; and from the yolk essence there came forth Chidag Nagpo, Black Life-stealing Fiend with bulging wrathful eyes, gnashing teeth, and matted hair with blood rising into the sky like a cloud, holding the black cross of evil power in his right hand and the disease-dispensing lasso in his left. It was the negative powers of this egg that produced birth, old age, sickness and death, the four sufferings which are as great as the ocean. Black Life-stealing Fiend is the demon of ignorance. He has a retinue of four demons: the white demon of jealousy is like a tiger-headed man and forces one to undergo the suffering of birth; the yellow demon of pride with a snake's head forces one to undergo the suffering of old age; the red demon of attachment with a chusin (crocodile's) head forces one to undergo the suffering of illness; and the black demon of hatred who wears a kapala (skull cup) forces one to undergo the suffering of death. These five demons, that manifest the poisons of the five passions (ignorance, attachment, hatred, pride and jealousy), gave rise to the 80,000 negativities which they introduced into the six realms of existence of beings (gods, demigods, humans, animals, hungry ghosts and hell beings) and almost completely destroyed the essence of beings and of the earth. In that moment the great Bön sage Sangwa Dupa manifested as the wrathful yidam deity Tsochog and vanquished the five demons. Through the vow Sangwa Dupa forced the demons to take on that occasion, his teaching still has the power to communicate with these negative forces. This is the vow Tibetan shamans recall in rites when they communicate with disturbing spirits, particularly the five great demons, to convince them not to create problems and confusion: ‘Because of your promise to Sangwa Dupa you must not disturb my sponsor or my people, and I pay you for this.’ In fact in the Tibetan tradition, although the shaman may not see the particular spirit that is causing a specific problem, it is through the power of the shamanic rite, which must be performed in the proper way, reciting the myth that recounts the origin of the rite and making suitable offerings, that the shaman contacts the spirit, reminding it of its vow not to disturb people.

This myth comes from the ancient Bön religion of Tibet. Ac-
These spirits are the spirits of the five elements (space, air, water, fire and earth), of the four seasons, and the natural spirits of the earth, trees, rocks, mountains, rivers, plants, the sky, sun and moon, stars and clouds etc., that humans disturb by their various activities. For example, people disturb the sadag (earth spirits), the nye (tree spirits), and the tsen (rock spirits) by digging the ground, cutting down trees and excavating mountains; they provoke the theurang (space spirits) by polluting the air; and they disturb the lu (naga or water spirits) by polluting rivers and lakes. This pollution affects people's inner being as well as the environment: by polluting external water internally people pollute their blood; by polluting space they pollute their minds; by polluting fire they pollute their body heat; by polluting the earth they pollute their bodies.

Shamans do heal adventitious mental and physical disturbances, called to test the urine and pulse; if it is due to provocation of energy by a spirit, then it will be necessary to call a shaman healer. Through meditation, but more commonly through divination or astrology, the shaman will discover the nature of the disturbing spirit and the way to remove it; one of the many ways to do this is by payment of a ransom.

The founder of the native Tibetan Bön religious tradition was Tonpa Shenrab Miwoche, and a follower of his teachings is called a Bönpo; an ancient term for a master practitioner of Shenrab's teachings is 'Shen'. Bönpos classify the spiritual teachings and practices Shenrab expounded in nine ways or vehicles, divided into four causal and five resultant ways: Tibetan shamanism is found in the first-four causal ways. Shamans in Tibet take a very earthy and dualistic approach to life, healing the disturbances and illnesses in this life without being concerned about the next life; although their motivation is the altruistic ambition to relieve others' suffering it lacks the generation of universal compassion that is found in the resultant ways. It is the absence of the cultivation of compassion for all sentient beings and the aspiration to realize Buddhahood as the inspiration for practice that is the major difference between the causal and resultant ways.

We have seen that the first four causal ways comprise the native Tibetan shamanic paths which involve belief in spirits: these ways are called: Chashen, ‘The Way of the Shen of Prediction'; Nangshen, ‘The Way of the Shen of the Visible World'; Trulshen, ‘The Way of the Shen of (magical) Illusion', and Sichen, ‘The Way of the Shen of Existence', respectively. Chashen, the first way, comprises medical diagnosis and healing, and various ancient divinatory and astrological rites the shaman performs to determine whether the person who needs to be healed has an energetic
imbalance or is being provoked by a demonic spirit or negative energy (as mentioned above); nowadays these rites are still very widely practised among Tibetan communities. The second way, Nangshen, comprises various rituals for purification, to summon energy and enhance prosperity, to invoke and make offerings to powerful deities and pay ransoms to demonic spirits, and to suppress and liberate negative forces. The shaman of the third way, Trulshen, goes where there is strong wild energy to perform practices to conquer the spirits and demons that inhabit those places, subjugating them so they will serve him. He achieves this through practising mantra (words of magic power), mudra (meaningful gestures made with the hands to communicate with gods and spirits) and samadhi (meditation) and performing sadhanas (devotional practices) to engage various wrathful goddesses such as Walmo and Chenmo. The aim of these wrathful practices, which are directed against enemies of the teaching, are to protect the practitioners and the teaching against danger and threats. It is very important to perform these actions with an attitude of love and compassion towards other beings: they should not be performed only for the shaman's benefit.

Working with the soul of the living and the dead is an important feature of the fourth way, Sichen, which contains detailed explanations of the principle of the soul (la), mind (yid) and thinking mind (sem): 'The la is the karmic trace which is stored in the kunzhi namshe or base consciousness; the sem follows the karmic trace and produces blissful, painful and neutral experiences which are experienced by the yid.' When a living person's soul is lost, shattered or disordered there are practices to recall and reinforce its energy, such as soul retrieval. In relation to the dead, there are explanations of 81 different types of death, such as accidental deaths, suicides, murders, and sinister deaths. Following these kinds of death it is very important to perform appropriate rites, especially if the death occurs in a place which is energetically disturbed (such as a place where untoward events such as accidents regularly recur). A particular specific method found in this way is that of the four doors to vanquish negative spirits using 360 different methods. There are also many funeral rites and rites to guide the soul immediately after death, communicating with the ghost of the deceased and feeding it until it takes its next rebirth.

One of the most important practices performed by Tibetan shamans of the Sichen path is soul retrieval. It is practised in two ways: Lalu, literally redeeming or buying back the soul, and Chilu, redeeming life-energy. These practices are widespread in the Bön tradition and also in all Tibetan Buddhist schools. If one were to ask what the soul and life-energy are, one could discuss these philosophically at great length, but very briefly life-energy is the force that keeps mind and body together and the soul is the vital energy of the person. External negativities can cause these two forces to decline, be disturbed or even lost: through the lalu and chilu rites these forces can be recalled, repaired and balanced. To recall the life force in the chilu ritual the shaman sends out energy light rays like a hook to catch the blessings of the different Buddhas, the power of all the protectors, protectresses and guardians, the magic power of all the spirits and eight classes of beings and the vital energy of the life force of the beings of the six realms. He summons this powerful energy from all the corners of the universe and condenses it into syllables which he in-
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troduces into the disturbed person’s heart through his crown chakra, reinforcing his vital life force. One of the principal ways of reinforcing the life force is recitation of the mantra of the life deity. The texts say that through this power the shaman recalls the life force wherever it has strayed; if it is finished, he prolongs it; if it has declined, he reinforces it; if it is torn, he sews it; if it has been severed, he fastens it. Lalu soul retrieval is performed in a similar way: the shaman summons the spirit which has stolen or disturbed the person’s soul and offers it a torma (offering cake) representing the un- person’s soul and offers it a torma (offering cake) representing the un-

tered object so it will immediately completely satisfying it with the visual-

ization of the five sense pleasures, com-

paring the unhuman beings. For ex-

ample, Tibetans of any religious school who get ill will enact rituals, such as putting up prayer flags to in-

voke their guardian spirits and per-

form ransom rites to remove distur-

ning spirits, without a moment’s hesitation.

Shamanism contains much wisdom that is used to harmonize im-


to suppress Bön was by accusing Bön practitioners of being intellec-


tually uncivilized, of being mere primitive shamans; but in the de-

eepest sense, shamanic belief is the Tibetans’ very life-blood. For ex-


ample, Tibetans of any religious school who get ill will enact rituals, such as putting up prayer flags to in-

voke their guardian spirits and per-

form ransom rites to remove disturb-

ing spirits, without a moment’s hesitation.

In conclusion, it seems to me

—Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche

that many shamans now active in the West focus on working with the emotions and problems of this life, relating with spirits through shamanic drum journeys to heal themselves and others. This practice is very beneficial in curing mental and physical disturbances. Certainly the work shamans do is also very important to restore ecological balance, but it should not remain at that level; rather their work could be enhanced by deepening their knowledge to encompass comprehension of the nature of mind and generating the aspiration to engage in contemplative practice to realize Buddha-
In May of 1993 a group of individuals in Los Angeles who had the privilege of attending Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche's teachings decided to form a group which would do regular practice under his direction.

The group alternates its weekly meetings in the homes of two of the members of the group, Juliette Hanauer and Anita Audette. During the weekly meeting they do the six-session practice, the zhine practice using the ‘Ah’ stick, and listen to a tape of Rinpoche's teachings. They also discuss subjects which are of interest to them or attempt to collectively come to a better understanding of particular points of the practice.

In the next few weeks the group will undertake the systematic study of Rinpoche's teachings on the Kunzhi, Rigpa, and Dream Practice using the tapes which the Ligmincha Institute has produced on these subjects. They will be sending their questions about practice and the study of Dzogchen to Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche and he will respond to those questions by sending them an audio tape with his responses.

Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche has decided that this group along with all other regional groups will be named Khyung Dzong which means Fortress of the Garuda. In selecting this name Rinpoche explained that ‘the Garuda springs full grown from the egg, just as the yogi springs fully realized from the body.’

The Southern California Khyung Dzong will be sponsoring teachings by Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche in the Los Angeles area during the Thanksgiving weekend; November 26th through 28th of 1993. On the 26th and 27th Rinpoche will be giving teachings and practices taken from the book Heartdrops of Dharma. On the 28th he will be giving the Meri initiation. For further information, please contact, Juliette Hanauer (213) 874-0922 or Jill Sidford (818) 449-2210.

—Jill Sidford
Help Needed by Ligmincha

Some of the ongoing projects here at Ligmincha are: (a) Looking for land and facilities, (b) Recording, transcribing, typing, editing, Desk Top Publishing, and printing of Rinpoche's teachings, (c) Administrative typing, filing, and secretarial work, (d) Maintaining a library of Buddhist & Bön texts both in Tibetan & English, (e) Fund raising, (f) Generation and maintenance of computer graphics libraries, mailing lists and general databases (We use both the Apple Macintosh and IBM computer systems) (g) Writing articles for the newsletter, (h) Typing, editing, layout of, Desk Top Publishing, and printing of the 'Voice of Clear Light' newsletter, (i) General housekeeping & cleaning tasks. Any help you can provide in any of the above areas is needed and is sincerely appreciated. Help can be days, weekends, evenings at your home or at Ligmincha. Please call the Institute if you will help.
Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche's New Book—Wonders of the Natural Mind

This is a very special and wonderful book filled with both Rinpoche's personal experiences as well as descriptions of the very profound methods of Bon. Compiled and edited by Andrew Lukianowicz.
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Rinpoche's book is now available at Ligmincha for immediate shipment. $15 plus $2 S & H ($4 S & H other countries). U.S. Funds.

Audio Cassette Tapes for Sale

Kunzhi Tape I, Kunzhi Tape II
Rigpa Tape I, Rigpa Tape II
Guided Practice & Chanting Tape
Unification of Ultimate Space Tape

$9.00 per tape plus $2.00 shipping in U.S.A. per order. $4.00 shipping to other countries per order. Written orders please. Indicate name and quantity wanted for each tape ordered. Enclose check or M.O. in U.S. funds.

NEW BOOK ON DZOGCHEN ‘HEART DROPS OF DHARMA-KAYA’—TEACHINGS ON THE KUNZANG NYING-TIG

By Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen: available at ligmincha

The Teachings of the Progressive Great Perfection called the Heart Drops of Dharma-kaya ('od gsal rdzogs-pa chen po'i lam-gyi rim-pa khrid-yig kun-tu bzang-po'i snying-tig shes-bya-ba bzhus).

Translation and commentary by Lopon Tenzin Namdak Rinpoche:

Introduction by Per Kværne:
Edited by Richard Dixey:
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Rinpoche's book is now available at Ligmincha for immediate shipment. $16 plus $2 S & H ($4 S & H other countries). U.S. Funds. Written orders please.
Dzogchen Retreat
Transmission of Experience
by Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche
December 27 - 31, 1993
Mountain Light Retreat Center
South of Boonesville, Virginia

the retreat: At this retreat Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche will be teaching, and giving transmissions and practices from the oldest and most sacred wisdom of the experiential Bön Dzogchen tradition. He will present the training associated with the first chapter of the text The Experiential Transmission from the Zhang Zhung sNyan rGyud and will combine it with unique preliminary teachings of Bön Dzogchen from the books Heartdrops of Dharmakaya and Wonders of the Natural Mind. These teachings and practices are fundamentally important in order to prepare and ripen oneself to receive further teachings and practices. Without practicing the teachings to be given at this retreat it is difficult to progress on the spiritual path.

continuity: Eight of the nine chapters of the Zhang Zhung sNyan rGyud text of heart teachings known as The Experiential Transmission have been developed by Rinpoche into an eight-section sequence of teachings which he will present as needed over the years at the Ligmincha Institute and at Khyung Dzong regional centers.

A practitioner will receive from Rinpoche the one-week teachings, transmissions and practices for their current section starting first with section one. The practitioner will then do these practices over a time period of about six months to one year—depending on their circumstances and ability. After completing the practices, which means obtaining an appropriate sign or result, the practitioner will then be ready to receive the next section of the teachings from Rinpoche either at their regional Khyung Dzong center or at another center.

Each practitioner thus has the opportunity to obtain a complete Dzogchen path of teachings, transmissions, and practices—which, if practiced faithfully, can lead to realization.

place: The retreat will be at the ‘Mountain Light Retreat Center’ on thirty-four acres of beautiful and silent land located in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains. It has meadows, open fields, a small pond, a stream, and wooded areas which allow glimpses of a variety of wildlife— as well as open vistas for contemplation. Teaching and meditation will be in a beautifully renovated church. Lodgings will be at the site in a lovely stone dormitory. Bring a sleeping bag or linen for a single size bed. If possible please carpool.

directions: ‘Mountain Light Retreat Center’ is located NW about a 30 or 40 minute drive from Charlottesville, Virginia and its airport. ••From Washington, DC go south on US Rt. 29 to US Rt. 33 at Ruckersville, VA. Go west (right) on 33 through Stannardsville to Rt. 810. Go south (left) on 810 through Nortonville and Boonesville. Cross Rt. 687. Look for a small blue and gold sign on the left. •••From Charlottesville go west via Barracks Road to White Hall. Go nine miles north of White Hall on Rt. 810 and see the sign on the right just before crossing Rt. 687 near Boonesville. •••

arrival time: Plan on arriving by 6:00 p.m. on December 26, 1993. At 7:00 p.m. Rinpoche will give an inaugural talk to start the retreat. Teachings or practice will start promptly at 8:00 a.m. on the 27th.

december 27-31, 1993 retreat registration form

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ______________________________________
Telephone: _________________________________________

Call The Ligmincha Institute for info. (804) 977-6161.

Cost of entire retreat is $285.00 U.S. which includes the teachings, meals, lodging, and tea or coffee at the breaks. No daily rate is available because of limited space. Register soon to be sure of a space.

Enclose non-refundable $100.00 U.S. check or money order to register by December 5, 1993. Refunded only if space is not available. Send to: The Ligmincha Institute, P.O. Box 1892, Charlottesville, VA 22903. (please zerox if you need more forms)
| Oct. 28–Nov. 7 | First of eight parts of the experiential heart teachings from the Zhang Zhung sNyan rGyud in Boston, Massachusetts. Call Martin Lowenthal (617) 332-4967. |
| Nov. 5–Nov. 7 | Bön shamanic teachings of the ‘Soul Retrieval’ practice in Norwalk, Connecticut. Call Tina Smith (203) 845-0810. |
| Nov. 20–Nov. 21 | Weekend practice retreat at the Ligmincha Institute, Charlottesville, Virginia. Call the Institute (804) 977-6161. |
| Nov. 26–Nov. 28 | Thanksgiving retreat at Southern California Khyung Dzong, Los Angeles, California. 26-27th; ‘Heartdrops of Dharmakaya.’ 28th; Meri initiation. Call Juliette Hanauer (213) 874-0922 or Jill Sidford (818) 449-2210. |
| Dec. 27–Dec. 31 | Christmas retreat at ‘Mountain Light Retreat Center’ near Charlottesville, Virginia. First of eight parts of the experiential heart teachings from the Zhang Zhung sNyan rGyud. See page eleven of this newsletter. Call the Institute (804) 977-6161. |
| Apr. 9–Apr. 10 | Sleep Yoga teachings at Ligmincha Institute, Charlottesville, Virginia. Call the Institute (804) 977-6161. |
| May 9–May 14 | 9–13th; First of eight parts of the experiential heart teachings from the Zhang Zhung sNyan rGyud in Vancouver, Canada. 14th; Bön shamanic teachings of the ‘Soul Retrieval’ practice. Call Dwight Tkatschow (604) 731-8588. |
| May 20–May 22 | 20-21st; Teachings from Rinpoche’s new book ‘Wonders of the Natural Mind’ in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 22nd; Bön shamanic teachings of the ‘Soul Retrieval’ practice. Call Paige Short (505) 898-0363. |
| Aug. 1–Aug. 6 | Teachings in Denmark. Call Jens Rasmussen 45-38-349016. |
| Aug. 8–Aug. 10 | Teachings in Warsaw, Poland. Call Misiuna Dariusz 22-6796852 or 22-6644341. |
| Aug. 11–Aug. 15 | Teachings in Krakow, Poland. Call Jacek Sieradzan 12-362649. |
| Aug. 16–Aug. 21 | Teachings in Vienna, Austria. Call Bernie Fink 222-8023144. |
| Aug. 23–Aug. 29 | Teachings in Germany. Call Gerd Manusch 871-670521. |
| Sep. 1–Sep. 4 | Teachings in Zurich, Switzerland. Call Yvonne Chogyal 001-361-7740. |
| Sep. 6–Sep. 11 | Teachings in Paris, France. Information forthcoming at a later date. |
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